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MY THOUGHTS
22  Winterwear: nascent and rife with challenges 

   Mridula Jain, Managing Director, Shingora Textiles talks about the challenges 

associated with the wool industry and the need for government intervention

BRAND WATCH
80 Dollar: On the growth track

 One of the leading innerwear brands, Dollar India Limited is now a household 

name with its retail presence across India. The brand is set to expand its name 

from hosiery to apparel.

RETAILER PROFILE
86 Padmashri Retailer

 Gopal Bathija, owner of Padmashri Exclusive, a fashion brand outlet of 

renowned winterwear label, Monte Carlo shares his views on winterwear 

market, the art of handling seasonal business and risks associated with it.

 ENTREPRENUER
91 Jacquard for winter

 Siddharth Bindra, Managing Director of Biba talks about the latest winter 

collection and his mantra for success in the business.

BRAND FOCUS
94 Heritage craft of shawl making

 Kulbhushan Ahuja, Managing Director, Ahujasons share his views over the 

growth and expansion plans of the brand.

MARKET WATCH
96 Unfolding the lifestyle fashion accessories market

 A sneak peak into the growth and distribution of the fashion accessories market 

in India, youngsters willingly adopting new trends, online presence of leading 

fashion accessories brands. High infl ation levels have eroded the purchasing 

power of consumers in Tier I, II and III cities.

DESIGNER WEAVES
107 Lakmé Fashion Week- Winter/Festive 2013 trends

 One of the most awaited events of the year gives directions to the upcoming 

trends which made waves on the ramp, the colour guide and crazy prints and 

the new collection being introduced by leading labels.
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C O V E R   S T O R Y 

The Indian textile and apparel market has grown manifold in the 
past decade. While the exports market has been growing rapidly, 
the domestic market has too seen trajectory growth. Among 
these, winterwear has been on a continuous growth with a 
CAGR of 13 per cent.

THE WINTERWEAR MARKET IN INDIA

54

STREET FASHION
114 In vogue on road

 The style conscious in Bangaluru bring loose fi ts and cottons to the streets and 

experiment with new collection introduced by famous brands like Zara, Allen 

Solley and MAX.

WEB WATCH
116 For fashion forward shoppers 

 In a bid to lure women consumers in India to take up global fashion trends, 

Stalkbuylove.com creates new collections every week at affordable prices. The 

brand made a foray in 2012 and is growing at 20 to 30 per cent per month.

BRAND DEBUT
120 Peperone: Meteoric rise

 Neha Aggarwal, Director of Unico Retail talks about her two year old brand 

which is entering the retail market after creating a sensation online. The brand 

has plans to open a store soon. 

HR EXCELLENCE
122 Human resource is king

 With an aim to attract, engage and retain the workforce of an organisation, the 

Human Resource department of leading fashion retailer, Megamart, has geared 

up with various motivational activities and policies. The brand is investing 

heavily on training its manpower.

IRF SHOW REPORT
126 The fashion retail catalyst

 A fl agship industry event, India Retail Forum has concluded recently with a beyond 

expect response from the visitors and exhibitors. The highlights of the event were 

topics like key trends in fashion retailing, technology enabling merchandising, and 

emerging role of social media among others in  the Indian market.

EVENT
130 The Hub: A successful beginning

 ‘The Hub’, is a renowned networking platform in Hong Kong that facilitates 

business and fosters partnerships among fashion fraternity. 

PERSONALITY OF THE MONTH
132 Hardwork is the key

 Varda Goenka, Designer and Director of Daigold Jewels Pvt Ltd shares her 

personal and professional life and says hardwork is the key to success.
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DENIM AND FASHION TRENDS – CAPSULE FOR INDIA

facts | Brands
141 denim? Yes, please!
 Constantly updated collections, Made in Italy, having quality 

and competitive prices are the reasons for Please denim’s 
Europewide success.  

facts | people
142 Marc Ménase, Menainvest ceo 
 There has been plenty of buzz around Meninvest’s Marc 

Menase, since the group acquired Oki-Ni earlier this year. The 
brand is making waves in the online world for some time now.

facts | retail 
144 denim days
 With its vast variety of jeans and customer-friendly services, 

the selfridges’ freshly launched denim studio is set to pave 
the way for the next phase of denim retail.  

146 ‘Jeans are in our dna’
 To Stefan Cramer, being in business for 30 years is not a 

reason to celebrate. Here, the Nuremberg-based retailer 
discusses the store concept, Berlin and his online shop’s 
relaunch.

facts | stores
150 treasure rooms

 Scarves in jars, garden-inspired interiors and eyeglasses in 
futuristic settings.  

fashion | deniM
154 We love denim
 Whether we are traveling in Berlin, Florence, London or

 Gothenburg, the SI team can only be distracted by one

  thing: good denim street looks! More input came from the

 summer trade shows. 

shoots
162 denim divas
 Styles to lookout for
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